
 The 5 large Shape People 
from previous SM sessions

 Wooden or plastic 
geometric shapes – one of 
each of the 5 shapes above 
(or cut out 5 shapes from 
thick card if you don’t have 
a set of shapes).

 If you choose to do Activity 
2) from the additional 
games, you will need 
another set of 5 shapes too 
but in a different size (or cut 
from thick card as before).

 A soft bag or pillowcase

10–15 minutes 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MR SQUARE!

Play ‘Happy Birthday’

Lay out the Shape People on the table and give your child the bag containing one of each shape.

Show Mr Square to your child. Say: In your bag you have presents for the Shape People. This is Mr Square and he 
likes only square presents. Feel in your bag to see if you have a present for him. When you find it, hold it in your 
hand but don’t show anyone, keep it in the bag. When you are ready, we will sing ‘Happy Birthday’ and give Mr 
Square his present. 

When they are ready, nod for them to take out Mr Square's present and sing ‘Happy Birthday’ together. Then put 
the square back in the bag and repeat the process for another shape. Continue until you have found presents for 
all the Shape People.

Your child can find a specified shape by feel correctly.

To develop comparative skills – practise choosing objects by feel
To develop comparative skills – compare shapes with visual and verbal 
standards
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Other games – do at least two of the following games:

1) Ask your child to choose a Shape Person; you (or another child playing) takes the bag of shape presents and 
has to find the matching shape only by feel. Swap over after each turn until you have done all 5 shapes at 
least once.

2) Put shapes of various sizes into the bag. Your child must find all the ‘presents’ that match. Repeat for all 5 
shapes.

3) Say the shape’s name rather than using the image of the shape. For example, simply ask your child to find all 
the squares without showing them anything. Repeat for all 5 shapes.

4) Play the game ‘Guess My Name’. One person must close his/her eyes. The other puts one of the shapes into 
the other’s hand and says, ‘Keep your eyes closed and guess the name of the shape’. Then the person opens 
their eyes and checks to see if the guess was correct. Swap over until you have done all 5 shapes at least once.
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